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ABSTRACT
We describe the first part of a study investigating the useful-
ness of high school language results as a predictor of success
in first year computer science courses at a university where
students have widely varying English language skills. Our
results indicate that contrary to the generally accepted view
that achievement in high school mathematics courses is the
best individual predictor of success in undergraduate com-
puter science, success in English at the first-language level
in high school correlates better with actual performance.
We discuss the implications of this for universities whose
medium of teaching is English, operating in social contexts
where many students are not native English speakers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3 [Computers and Education]; K.3.2 [Computer and
Information Science Education]

General Terms
Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
The research presented here investigates the belief that

language ability influences success in computer science at
first year level. The most common criterion for success in
computer science is believed to be aptitude for mathematics
[5, 7, 11, 3]. Many universities throughout the world use
high school mathematics results to select their students. It
has also been suggested that success in a range of high school
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subjects is also a contributing factor to doing well in com-
puter science at university [5]. Factors such as attitude to
study, determination to succeed, self-efficacy, etc. are also
important factors, but more difficult to accurately measure.
While we have found that mathematics ability does play a
role, we have come to believe that this is not the only factor,
and might not even be the most important factor.

At our university, first year computer science consists of
four topics: Basic Computer Organisation (BCO), Funda-
mental Algorithmic Concepts (FAC), Data and Data Struc-
tures (DDS) and Limits of Computing (LOC) [9]; all except
one have almost no essay or paragraph writing component.
Of these, we would expect that only the topic that does
include essays (Limits of Computing, which discusses—as
one of its components—social and ethical issues related to
computing) would be perceived as challenging for students
without a strong English ability. However, this has turned
out not to be the case: we have been unable to significantly
distinguish between this topic and the three more math-
ematical ones, which are concerned with algorithms, data
structures, and computer organisation.

Recently we began to consider the idea that English abil-
ity is affecting students’ capacity for succeeding in even the
mathematically oriented topics. We looked at high school
leaving examination results for English and mathematics
and tried to see if there was any significant correlation be-
tween these and performance in first year computer science
topics. Preliminary results indicated that there might be
some correlation, so we decided to investigate this further.
In particular we decided to broaden the language question to
consider language more generally, rather than just English
in high school final examinations.

This has involved two components: we surveyed our new
intake of students, to gain some information about their
comfort with language, their reading habits, and their per-
ception of the importance of language in studying com-
puter science; and we have done a more in-depth quantita-
tive analysis of the high school examination results that we
have access to, which includes looking at all language topics
that students have taken. These can be seen, broadly, as
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in-course predictors and pre-course predictors respectively.
With respect to the former, analysis of the more qualitative
data, around language use and comfort, will be completed
after a follow-up survey that looks at whether any of the
habits or perceptions have changed while the students have
tried to come to grips with their course material. In this
paper we focus primarily on the latter—the performance in
high school final examinations.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The South African schooling system
In South Africa, students do matriculation exemption ex-

aminations, referred to as matric exams, to obtain exemp-
tion from writing university entrance examinations. These
are typically written at the end of 12 years of schooling,
and in a variety of subjects. At least six subjects must be
passed for the matric to be obtained. The subjects passed
must include at least two of the 11 official languages.

All subjects can be taken at either Higher Grade (HG)
or Standard Grade (SG) level. The difference between HG
and SG is primarily in the depth and detail covered in the
classes and examinations. Orthogonal to this, languages
may be studied as first or second languages, each of which
has a different focus. As a first language (FL) subject, the
curriculum will include literature and poetry and be more
analytical in its approach, while as a second language (SL)
subject the focus will be more on grammar, vocabulary and
the language itself. Native speakers of a language usually
take it as an FL subject, and other languages as SL. Fur-
ther, it is possible to study more than one language as FL,
and more than one as SL. It is possible, for example, for
a student to study Zulu FL, English FL, Afrikaans FL and
Sotho SL. Any of these four might be at HG; equally any of
these four might be at SG. It is most usual for students to
take one language—the one they speak at home—as FL and
another at SL; students who are hoping for a good matric
will generally take both of these at HG.

2.2 Predicting success at first-year computer
science

The problem of students not succeeding in computer sci-
ence has been evident in many institutions, leading to a
range of research trying to determine why students drop
out of, or fail, computer science courses. Selection criteria
for many institutions are based on high school mathematics
results and an aggregate score based on the common view
among educators that a student who does well in high school
mathematics will also do well in computer science [5, 11, 7,
3]. At our university, we use high school mathematics as
our primary criterion for admitting students into computer
science courses. We have high drop-out and failure rates,
which leads us to believe that the mathematics criterion is
not serving our needs appropriately.

In contrast, a recent publication by Spark[11] claims a pos-
itive significant relationship between mathematics results at
high school and performance in information systems. While
this result was of interest to us, especially since it is based
on students writing the same matric mathematics exams as
ours, we believe that the difference between IS and CS at
university level might play a role here. Also, Spark did not
consider language in her study, and there is a possibility that
if she did she might find it also a factor.

According to Campbell and McCabe[5], it is not appro-
priate to use a single high school subject as a predictor of
success in computer science; a better indicator of success
is an overall average of the high school results. This work
was done some time ago, and seems now to more generally
accepted; considering an aggregate is part of many institu-
tions admission criteria. Older findings from Gathers[6] are
also worth revisiting. In a wide-ranging study of around 250
students, ten factors were examined. Each factor that was
suspected of having any influence on students’ performance
in computer science was investigated. The factors included
high school grades and SAT score for each subject. The re-
search showed that English is the best single predictor of
success in computer science, with the overall best predic-
tor of success in computer science being the combination
of English and UTM mathematics placement score. To fur-
ther establish that the results were valid a new cutting score
equation was derived based on the research; this was used
to admit students in the following year and it reduced com-
puter science failure from 28% to 18%.

More recently, Barton and Neville-Barton[1] in Auckland,
New Zealand, have investigated the connection between lan-
guage and mathematics learning. Their work is also sit-
uated in a context where there are native English speak-
ers as well as students whose first language is not English.
Their results seem to indicate that there is a strong linguis-
tic component to consider. Though their work says noth-
ing explicit about computer science, it is worth considering
whether there might be a connection, given that our com-
puter science courses are strongly mathematically oriented.
The other component, the mix of English proficiency, is also
a strong property of the context in which we are based.

In South Africa, a large proportion of black students are
not very fluent in English, as English is not their mother
tongue. Research done by Nolan[8] at a South African insti-
tution, indicates that most students do not think they have
any problem with English. However, even though students
are confident about their English ability, there are indica-
tions that their actual ability may be less than they perceive
it to be [4, as cited in [8]].

¿From the above, we wish to distill the factors that influ-
ence our research:

• There is a need to distinguish between performance in
computer science, and more general computing related
topics such as programming and information systems.
Our focus here is on computer science, within the con-
text of a mathematical orientation.

• The South African tertiary education system serves
students from a wide range of backgrounds. Most of
them are not native English speakers, yet at many uni-
versities, lecture and tutorial material is presented in
English. There is also enormous language diversity,
with the country having 11 official languages.

• While we certainly do not believe that performance
at high school is the only factor influencing success
at university, we believe it is part of the picture, and
valuable as a cost-effective predictor.

3. DATA
Our entrance requirements for first year students are that

they have obtained a C for mathematics at matric level at
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Table 1: Correspondence between matric symbols
and actual percentages.

Symbol Percentage range Midpoint used
A 80–100 90
B 70–79 75
C 60–69 65
D 50–59 55
E 40–49 45
F 0–39 20

HG. In South Africa, all pupils are required to pass English
in order to matriculate, so all of our students will have either
an SG or HG English pass, either as FL or SL.

We obtained data for our current class of first years, some
of whom we also surveyed when they registered for com-
puter science. For a sample of 107 students, we obtained
the following data:

• matric results for: mathematics, English (FL), English
(SL) and any other language (FL)

• university results for fundamental algorithmic con-
cepts (FAC) and basic computer organisation (BCO)

Unfortunately the data we were able to obtain for the
matric results was in classes (A, B, C, etc.) rather than
actual results. The symbols relate to mark ranges as shown
in Table 1. We’ve taken the mid-point of each range as the
actual mark; this approach is not problem free, as discussed
in Section 4.3. For the computer science topics we have
actual results, with a normal distribution, in the range up
to 100%.

Not all of our students are doing all of the four first year
courses given. Some repeat courses they have failed, and
others transfer courses from other Universities, though this
is less common.

At this point in the year we only have results for the two
courses mentioned. We will perform the same analysis on
their results for the other courses that they will complete in
November. For the two courses that have been completed,
we performed various analyses on the data we obtained, and
these are presented in the next section. For each analysis,
we used only the collection of students for whom we had
relevant data. For example, we wanted to analyse the con-
nection between results for English FL and performance in
BCO. To do this, we only used those students from the class
who were doing BCO, and of those, only the ones who had
done English FL at matric level. Thus the number of stu-
dents in the sample varies between tests.

4. RESULTS
Our results are preliminary, and in Section 4.3 we dis-

cuss their limitations. However, there are some interesting
outcomes, presented here.

4.1 Tests performed
We performed a Pearson product-moment correlation[10]

on the data, for four categories: mathematics, English FL,
English SL and all languages taken as FL. This was used to
evaluate statistical significance.

For each of the above, we obtained Pearson’s correlation
figures (r) for the relation between FAC and BCO for the
group of students who had taken that subject at high school.
For each category, we also calculated r for the relation be-
tween FAC and the subject, and BCO and the subject.
These are summarised in Table 2, together with the sam-
ple sizes (n). All figures with the exception of the two re-
lating English SL to FAC and BCO respectively show sta-
tistical significance. There is a strong correlation between
performance in BCO and FAC, in all cases. We found this
reassuring, in that the courses—though taught by different
lecturers—are believed to be of similar standard and diffi-
culty.

We used only HG matric results. A well-accepted con-
version between HG and SG results is to subtract 20% to
40% from an SG result to obtain its HG equivalent. We felt
that this was too imprecise an option, and so discarded all
results that were not at HG level. This also contributed to
the varying sample sizes in the four categories listed above.
For the language matric results, we kept FL and SL sub-
jects separate, since the curricula each deals with are very
different from each other. In the cases—there were only
two of these—where more than one language was done as
FL, we took the average for that student’s matric results for
those languages. Another important consideration is that
our sample already has a preselection on the mathematics
results; most of our students will have obtained at least a C
for mathematics at HG; they only need to have obtained a
pass (E or above) for their language and other subjects.

There is a weak positive correlation between matric math-
ematics results and performance in the computer science
topics. Given that this is the primary predictor used thus
far, a review of admission criteria is clearly due. Similarly,
there is a weak positive correlation between matric FL re-
sults and performance in computer science. This suggests
that general language competence is at least as good a pre-
dictor as mathematics.

More importantly, there is a much stronger statistically
significant positive correlation between English FL results
and computer science performance. On the other hand, the
correlation between English SL and computer science per-
formance was not statistically significant. This confirms our
initial expectations, and indicates that further investigation
along this thread is warranted. Although we have argued for
many years that students whose home language is not En-
glish should still cope well within mathematically oriented
subjects, where, for example, essay writing is not prioritised,
this is not turning out to be the case.

Table 2: Pearson’s correlation for the four categories.
Category BCO to FAC Category to FAC Category to BCO n

Mathematics 0.7607 0.2664 0.2782 90
English 1st language 0.7667 0.4571 0.4063 48
English 2nd language 0.7755 0.2343 0.1232 46

All 1st language 0.7651 0.3213 0.2440 94
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4.2 FAC and BCO
An interesting observation is that though the mathematics

high school results have similar Pearson’s correlation figures
for both BCO and FAC, for the other three categories—all
of the ones that use language results from high school—
there is a stronger correlation with the FAC performance
than with the BCO performance. We plan to examine this
aspect more closely, especially in the context of obtaining
results for the other two computer science topics that the
students complete in the latter part of the year. BCO and
FAC are taught by different lecturers, but they also do have
differing degrees of descriptive components, and we will look
at whether this is a factor.

4.3 Further work
We believe that we could improve the analysis we have

done on our data, to obtain a clearer picture. As mentioned
before, obtaining actual results for the high school matric
results, rather than using a midpoint, is important. We
plan to do this as soon as possible.

Performing the same analyses for the other computer
science courses, when the exams have been completed in
November, will also give us additional information. In par-
ticular, we are interested in establishing whether there is any
significant difference in the results for the Limits of Comput-
ing course, which has explicit essay components, compared
with all the other courses which are believed to be more
mathematically based.

We do note the differences in sample sizes between the
four categories; however we believe that the trends are still
relevant.

5. DISCUSSION
The results reported in this paper suggest that achieve-

ment in language courses at high school is a better predictor
of success for our first year courses than mathematics at high
school. More striking, and of more concern, is that English
FL is a much better predictor. Like many other institutions,
though we require competency in English as a prerequisite
for entry into our courses, we have always claimed that we
would not penalise those of our students who are not na-
tive English speakers. It seems as though this might not be
true. At the very least, there appears to be an indication
that students who do not do well in English FL at matric
level are less likely to succeed in first year computer science.
If this is true, we have an obligation to identify students at
risk and establish ways in which to help them.

It is however very important to point out that we believe
there is a bigger picture, and we wish to investigate this
further. The bigger picture that we’re interested in is the
notion that it’s not just about the particular language—
English in this case—but about appreciation of language
and its use.

Anecdotally, we have found that there seems to be a dis-
tinction between students who appreciate precise language
use, and those who don’t. For example, given the sentence
“What properties do lists have that dictionaries don’t?” in
the context of a discussion on data structures, we noticed
a range of responses from students. Some students would
give properties that lists have, but which dictionaries also
have. Some students would give things that were not ac-
tually properties, such as ways to access elements in lists.
When talking to the students about their answers, many of

them could not see why those answers were not well related
to the question.

It is a widely held view that because our students are
learning technical concepts, there is no advantage to their
being more comfortable with English. Mathematical and
theoretical concepts are taught in lectures, and the language
used is introduced in this scenario. It’s new to both native
and non-native speakers of the delivery language. However,
there are two ways in which experience with the language
of instruction is an advantage. First, it’s easier for students
who are already comfortable with the language to learn any
new words. It’s quicker to look things up in the dictionary,
and there is the chance that they may already be familiar
with the words. Secondly, it’s easier to make sensible guesses
about what a new word might mean, and it’s also easier to
remember what words signify, through their connection with
other known words.

An anecdote illustrating this is the question where stu-
dents were asked to discuss something about the initial part
of a list. A number of students simply did not know what
initial meant. We argue that someone who is already com-
fortable with English, but doesn’t know what initial means
in the context of a data structure, could use their knowledge
of the language to work it out. For example, they might
think that their own initials are the first letters of each of
their names, and would be able to transfer this to the con-
text of a list. Related to this is the notion that language
is something that one can play about with, and figure out,
rather than being some magical thing that an oracle knows.
We argue further that this approach to taking control of lan-
guage is not specific to being a native English speaker, but
rather to do with the relationship one has with language
in general. This points to the need to look at more gen-
eral aspects of language use, such as comfort with language,
interest in reading more generally (novels and non-fiction,
as well as academic writing) and television watching habits
(and which language channels students tend to choose to
watch). We have included such aspects in our survey men-
tioned earlier.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although it would be simplistic to expect that language

ability is the only factor affecting students’ performance in
first year computer science, we are finding that some aspects
of language ability might be a better predictor of success in
first year than high school mathematics results. Neverthe-
less, there are many other factors that we still need to take
account of.

We believe that the picture is not simply about how stu-
dents have done in their high school exams in language, and
especially in English. What we are more interested in is
their comfort with language in general, and their apprecia-
tion that language use is a precise art—this isn’t measured
by their results at high school. Furthermore, we believe
that there is a component to do with transition that might
also play a role. As well as coming to grips with the actual
material of computer science at university, there is a very
different approach to learning that students need to take on
board during their first year away from high school. Part of
this is an appreciation of the role of language in communi-
cating ideas and concepts, rather than fluency in a particular
language.

Finally, we need to say something about the content and
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orientation of our computer science courses. There is a view
that the way that teaching happens in the sciences is very
different from how it happens in the humanities. In par-
ticular, Buckland[2] argues that in the sciences, the focus
is much more on factual knowledge and quantitative ap-
proaches, while in the humanities, deep understanding is
emphasised. In our department, however, we do favour
deep understanding over factual content and technical abil-
ity. This is something that many of our students strug-
gle with, in the transition from high school to university.
One thought from this is that our courses might be different
from the other science courses that our students are doing
at first year level, and ours might be more in line with the
approaches Buckland suggests are taken in the humanities.
This could indicate that those students who are comfortable
with language, and other aspects of humanities study, cope
better with the deep understanding emphasis we put into
our computer science courses.

In summary, the results we have obtained from analysing
matriculation results and the relation to performance in our
first year course do indicate that there is a language com-
ponent worth investigating further. It is a complex one in
the context of a group of students with very different lan-
guage backgrounds, and also very different academic abili-
ties. Further investigation should be both quantitative and
also qualitative, and is vital to understanding how to help
our students to succeed, and also in identifying those who
are more likely to do so.
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